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Towards low false discovery rate estimation for protein-protein interactions 
detected by chemical cross-linking 

Luitzen de Jong *, Winfried Roseboom, Gertjan Kramer 
Swammerdam Institute for Life Sciences, Mass Spectrometry of Biomolecules, University of Amsterdam, Science Park 904, 1098 HX Amsterdam, the Netherlands  

A B S T R A C T   

Chemical cross-linking (CX) of proteins in vivo or in cell free extracts followed by mass spectrometric (MS) identification of linked peptide pairs (CXMS) can reveal 
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) both at a proteome wide scale and the level of cross-linked amino acid residues. However, error estimation at the level of PPI 
remains challenging in large scale datasets. Here we discuss recent advances in the recognition of spurious inter-protein peptide pairs and in diminishing the FDR for 
these PPI-signaling cross-links, such as the use of chromatographic retention time prediction, in order to come to a more reliable reporting of PPIs.   

1. Introduction 

Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) on a proteome wide scale can be 
detected by chemical cross-linking in living cells or cell free extracts 
combined with mass spectrometric analysis of peptides obtained after 
proteolysis (CXMS, CLMS or XLMS). Identification of PPIs is important 
to understand the dynamic functional organization of living material 
under different conditions like health and disease and to discover 
possible new targets for drugs, in particular PPIs in which essential 
proteins are involved. Especially cross-linking in vivo can trap dynamic 
assemblies that may dissociate upon cell extraction, implying that 
transient PPIs may be encountered that have thus far escaped detection 
by in vitro approaches. In vivo CXMS is an attractive approach since it 
offers the possibility to get a systems level view on dynamic protein 
interactions obtained in a single experiment and at the cross-linked 
amino acid residue pair level. As a bonus, the distance constraint 
imposed by the length of the cross-link between residue pairs favors 
structural modelling of the interactions if the 3D structures of the 
interacting proteins are known. 

After the first reviews about CXMS [1,2], an era of development of 
dedicated cross-linkers, software and analytical approaches followed, 
culminating in identifications of PPIs in cell free extracts and in living 
cells [3–5]. Recently, the CXMS community has also come to the point 
where agreement exists about the aspects for which standards should be 
developed to be observed in publications in the field [6,7]. One of the 
aspects concerns a reliable error assessment. Identifying inter-protein 
cross-links at a low FDR for PPIs in complex samples is a challenging 
subject, but recent progress in this area enables recognition of spurious 
candidates in a dataset [8–10]. In addition, filters have been developed 

to discriminate between true and false positive inter-protein peptide 
pairs [8–10]. Here we will discuss results presented in these papers in 
the framework of current problems of reliable PPI identification by 
CXMS in large scale experiments. It is noteworthy that the CXMS com-
munity stated that it is of the utmost importance that the field arrives at 
a consensus for procedures that return a reliable error assessment and it 
is also important that the limits of these procedures be mapped out [6]. 
Therefore we think that the topics discussed here underscore the time-
liness of this minireview. 

2. Recent publications using CXMS for PPI discovery in complex 
systems reveal discrepancies in error assessment 

Table 1 lists recent examples of large scale CXMS studies. Until now 
the type of reagent most used with complex systems are cross-linkers 
containing two N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester groups connected by a 
spacer. These homobifunctional reagents attack predominantly the 
ε-amino group of lysine residues and the N-terminal amino group of 
proteins. To a lesser extent, also Ser, Thr an Tyr can react with N- 
hydroxysuccinimidyl esters [11]. Several variations of gas-phase cleav-
able and non-cleavable N-hydroxysuccicimidyl ester-based cross-linkers 
have been described that enable identification of cross-linked peptide 
pairs from complex protein samples. Usually trypsin or a combination of 
trypsin and LysC are employed to generate peptides from cross-linked 
proteins. Sequential digestion with trypsin and proteases cutting at 
other amino acids than lysine and arginine is also used [12]. 

A much chosen subject of study concerns PPIs in isolated mito-
chondria represented in Table 1 by five recent examples [13–17]. There 
is partial overlap between the PPIs identified in these studies, but the 
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fraction of identified inter-protein cross-linked peptides varied from 
about 3% to about 60%. This large variation may, at least partly, be 
explained by differences in FDR estimations, in particular with respect to 
separate criteria used for assignment of intra-protein and inter-protein 
peptides, respectively [15,18,19]. Furthermore, FDR can be expressed 
at different levels, varying from the cross-linked spectrum (CSM) level 
down to the PPI level (section 4) [10,15,20]. The different levels used to 
express the FDR in similar types of CXMS studies like the mitochondrial 
interactome examples [13–17] has been confusing. It underscores the 
importance of the summons of the CXMS community for the develop-
ment of standards for reliable FDR estimation for inter-protein peptide 
pairs [6]. 

3. Principles of LC-MS/MS identification of cross-linked peptide 
pairs using non-cleavable and cleavable reagents; implications 
for FDR estimation 

Identification of a cross-linked peptide pair by LC-MS/MS and 
database searching is more demanding than identification of regular 
peptides. For identification of a regular peptide in complex mixtures by 
LC-MS/MS, the mass and charge of the peptide, determined in the MS1 
stage, and the masses and charges of fragments obtained by peptide 
bond cleavages induced by collision with gas molecules (collision- 
induced dissociation, CID, or collision-activated dissociation, CAD) or 
other fragmentation methods like electron transfer dissociation (ETD) 
[21] and higher-energy C-trap dissociation (HCD) [22] determined in 
the MS2 stage are combined and used for searching a sequence database 
for a match. For a cross-linked α-β peptide pair identification by this 
approach is challenging for four reasons. Firstly, MS2 spectra are rela-
tively complex by the presence of signals from fragments of two pep-
tides. This complicated circumstantiality requires unambiguousness of 
fragment ions to be taken into account in the assignment of the identity 
of α and β peptides [23], otherwise it will increase the FDR [9]. Sec-
ondly, cross-linked peptides are present in sub-stoichiometric amounts 
compared to regular peptides. Since selection for MS/MS is dependent 
among others on signal intensity, enrichment by extensive fractionation 
or isolation is required. Thirdly, because of the relatively large size of 
cross-linked peptides, ionization results in relatively high charge states. 
This may hamper correct identification of the monoisotopic mass from 

weak signals of highly charged cross-linked precursor ions. Sequential 
digestion to shorten peptide length can increase the fraction of cross- 
linked peptides susceptible to identification by mass spectrometry [12]. 

Fourthly, only knowledge of the mass of the intact cross-link is ob-
tained in MS1, the masses of α and β in this stage remaining unknown. To 
circumvent this problem, in case a non-cleavable cross-linker like DSS 
[24] or BS3 [25] is used, both α and β are considered regular peptides 
containing a modification of unknown mass at the cross-linked residue 
to which the other peptide has been connected. With this hypothesis, the 
sequence database is first searched with MS2 data in a wide peptide mass 
window followed by keeping a few high scoring candidates for α or β. 
The unmodified mass of a high scoring candidate α or β peptide sub-
tracted from the known mass of the intact peptide pair minus the mass of 
the cross-link remnant reveals the candidate mass of the other composite 
peptide. With this candidate peptide mass information the MS2 data are 
used to find possible candidates for the second peptide. The kept α and β 
candidates are recombined and the highest scoring α-β pair is assigned if 
criteria for sufficient fragment ions and matched peak intensity, 
expressed in a score, are fulfilled [12,26]. 

Determination of the masses of the composite peptides in a linked 
peptide pair can be determined more directly with use of gas-phase 
cleavable cross-linkers [19,27–31]. Cleavage can occur at two sites 
and precursor ions that have underwent a cleavage event at one of the 
two cleavage sites are represented in the MS2 spectrum by two pairs of 
peaks, so-called signature ions, each pair having a characteristic mass 
difference dependent on the type of cross-linker used. From the two 
pairs of peaks the masses of the composite peptides can be deduced 
directly, while the presence of only one pair enables calculation of the 
mass of the other peptide by mass subtraction from the precursor mass. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of the products formed by CID of a linked 
peptide pair using the cleavable cross-linker BAMG [19]. In this example 
the mass difference of a pair of signature ions is 125.084 Da. For DSBU 
[30] and DSSO [29] this mass difference is 25.979 Da and 31.972 Da 
respectively. If cleavages of peptide bonds occur along with cleavage of 
the cross-link, the MS2 spectrum can be directly used for identification 
of the peptide pair. Alternatively, or additionally, an MS3 stage is 
included, consisting of selection of the signature ions for fragmentation. 
Various combinations of CID, HCD, ETD and EThcD (ETD combined 
with HCD) in MS2 and MS3 stages have been studied to optimize cross- 

Table 1 
Overview of recent CXMS publication using cleavable and non-cleavable cross-linkers to identify protein-protein interactions in complex systems.  

Cross-linker Cross-linker 
type 

Isolation method for cross-linked 
peptides 

Organism Material Reference 

BNP-NHP (PIR) 
[27] 

cleavable Biotin-avidin affinity purification Escherichia coli intact cells Mohr e.a. [56]   
Mus musculus isolated 

mitochondria 
Schweppe e.a. [13] 

CBDPS [28] cleavable Biotin-avidin affinity purification Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 

isolated 
mitochondria 

Makepeace e.a. [17] 

DSSO [29] cleavable – Escherichia coli cell free extract Yugundhar e.a. [8,34]a; Lenz e.a. [10]a; Liu e. 
a. [32]  

– Homo sapiens cell free extract Yugundhar e.a. [8,34]a; Liu e.a. [32]  
– Mus musculus isolated 

mitochondria 
Liu e.a. [14] 

DSBU [30] cleavable – Drosophila 
melanogaster 

cell free extract Götze e.a. [36] 

BAMG [31] cleavable Diagonal SCX chromatography Bacillus subtilis intact cells de Jong e.a. [9]a 

BS3 [25] non-cleavable – Escherichia coli cell free extract Lenz e.a. [10]a  

– Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 

isolated 
mitochondria 

Linden e.a. [16] 

DSS [24] non-cleavable – Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 

isolated 
mitochondria 

Linden e.a. [16]   

Homo sapiens isolated 
mitochondria 

Ryl e.a. [15]  

a These papers both describe how potential false positive inter-protein cross-links can be recognized in a dataset subjected to a target-decoy approach and show 
development of effective filters to lower the FDR for inter-protein peptide pairs. BNP-NHP, biotin aspartate proline-N-hydroxyphtalamide also known as protein 
interaction reporter (PIR); CBDPS, cyanurbiotinediproprionylsuccinimide; DSSO, disuccinimidyl sulfoxide; DSBU, discuccimidyl dibutyric urea; BAMG, bis 
(succinimidyl)-3-azidomethyl-glutarate; BS3, bis(sulfosuccinimidyl) suberate; DSS, disuccininimidyl suberate. 
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link identification and FDR [32–35]. 
Both cleavable and non-cleavable cross-linkers can be used for 

analysis of complex systems, although the use of the cleavable cross- 
linker DSSO resulted in about 20% more unique inter-protein (hetero-
meric) cross-link spectrum matches than the non-cleavable BS3 in a 
large scale experiment with a cell free extract from E. coli [10]. 

4. Challenges of FDR estimation 

To estimate the FDR for cross-linked peptide pairs a target-decoy 
database approach is used. In most cases listed in Table 1 the decoy 
database consists of the reversed or shuffled protein sequences of the 
target database, but reversed sequences of tryptic peptides with the 
original C-terminal amino acids [17,36] are also applied. FDR is often 
expressed at the level of cross-link spectrum matches (CSM) according to 
FDR = (TD – DD)/TT (Eq. (1)) [20], in which TD is the number of CSMs 
in which one peptide is from the target (T) database and the other is 
from the decoy database (D), DD is the number of CSMs in which both 
peptides are from the decoy database and TT is the number of CSMs with 
both peptides from the target (forward) database. With a species-specific 
database of several thousand proteins the search space for inter-protein 
cross-links is at least three to four orders of magnitude larger than the 
search space for intra-protein peptide pairs, dependent among others on 
database and protein size [19], irrespective whether both peptides of an 
intra-protein peptide pair are from the same protein molecule or from 
two identical protein molecules [19,37]. This implies that practically all 
false positives are confined to inter-protein cross-links, while hits con-
taining one forward and one reversed sequence or two reversed se-
quences from the same protein are completely or nearly completely 

absent, even if a large number of decoy sequences is generated by 
imposing a lenient score requirement on a data set from complex protein 
samples [18,19,38]. So, inter-protein peptide pairs have a much higher 
FDR than intra-protein cross-links at the FDR at CSM level, if an equal 
score stringency is used for both type of cross-links. It is recommended 
by the CXMS community that in results files generated by cross-link 
search engines both target and decoy sequences of cross-linked pep-
tide pairs should be reported [6], a practice that has only been applied 
yet in a few instances, e.g., [19,23]. Such a report reveals how the FDR is 
experimentally distributed between intra-and inter-protein peptide pairs 
under the chosen stringency for assignment. For instance, from a result 
file of a CXMS analysis by interrogation of the entire human sequence 
database at 10 ppm mass accuracy of both MS1 and MS2 signals of a 
complex sample cross-linked by BAMG [19] we found 459 intra-protein 
CSMs and no intra-protein decoy CSMs, while 50 inter-protein CSMs 
were detected (homodimers excluded), along with 36 inter-protein 
decoy CSMs (30 TD and 6 DD CSMs), corresponding to an overall FDR 
of 4.7% and a FDR for inter-protein CSMs of 48%. This result was ob-
tained by applying the same criteria for assignment of intra- and inter- 
protein peptide pairs. Under these conditions lowering the FDR is best 
obtained by increasing the stringency for assignment of inter-protein 
peptide pairs. 

In cases where the identities of decoy hits are not reported by the 
chosen search engine one can use the so-called entrapment database 
approach to validate to which extent the reported inter-protein peptide 
pairs and intra-protein peptide have been assigned in agreement with 
the set FDR. In all four approaches discussed in sections 5–8 aimed to 
recognize spurious inter-protein peptide pairs in complex samples and to 
lower the FDR [8–10,36], an entrapment database has been used in 
which the target database is concatenated with a database of protein 
sequences not existing (N) in the target organism. In this case NN se-
quences from the same protein reflect false positive intra-protein cross- 
linked peptide pairs, whereas NN sequences from different proteins and 
NT and TN sequences reflect false positive inter-protein peptide pairs. 
The FDR as calculated according to Eq. (1) is proportional to the size of 
the decoy database. Therefore, in case T and N differ in size, the FDR 
value based on the number of reported decoy sequences. i.e., TN, NT and 
NN, should be corrected accordingly. Importantly, the MS/MS features 
like matched intensities and the number of unambiguously assigned y 
and b ions in false identifications revealed by the entrapment approach 
enable formulation of MS/MS criteria to distinguish false from true 
positives, in cases where decoy hits from the reversed database are not 
reported. However, if such decoy hits are reported an entrapment 
database can also be used as an independent way to determine the FDR. 

For reliable identification of PPIs it must also be taken into account 
that the FDR for inter-protein peptide pairs increases from the CSM level 
to other specific levels [20]. This holds for the level of non-redundant 
cross-linked peptides, since target hits may result from multiple MS/ 
MS selections, while decoy hits are often assigned from a single MS/MS 
selection. Filtering the dataset for unique amino acid residue pairs, 
omitting variations caused by post-translational modifications and 
missed cleavage sites, further increases the FDR and the same holds for 
hits revealing specific PPIs, often the ultimate goal in CXMS work with 
complex samples. Table 2 shows an example of this error propagation 
from the CSM to the PPI level. 

Since the search space in an entire species-specific sequence database 
for intra-protein cross-links is much smaller than that of inter-protein 
species, distinction has been made in the assignment of these two cat-
egories by several search engines. In work with XlinkX [32] this was 
done by applying a low 1% FDR at CSM level for inter-protein cross- 
links. The search engines pLink 2 [24] and MeroX 2.0 [30] separately 
control the FDR of intra- and inter-protein peptide pairs. Unfortunately 
these measures alone are insufficient to solve the problem as to how 
reliably detect PPIs from complex mixtures preferably to a FDR below 
5% at PPI level. This has become clear by recent methods to recognize 
the presence of spurious inter-protein peptide pairs in large data sets 

Fig. 1. Gas phase cleavage reactions of BAMG-cross-linked peptides in which 
the azido group has been reduced to an amine group. Upper left corner, 
structure of BAMG. Middle part, collision induced dissociation (CID) of a cross- 
linked peptide pair leads to cleavages of the two cross-link amide bonds along 
with formation of y and b ions by cleavages of peptide bonds. Cleavage of the 
cross-link results in formation of an unmodified peptide or short version of the 
cleavage product (αS or βS), the other peptide being modified by the remnant of 
the cross-linker in the form of a γ-lactam adding 125.048 Da to the mass of the 
peptide. This is the longer version of the cleavage product (αL or βL). Amino 
acids are depicted as colored candies. The indicated gas phase charge states of 
the cross-linked peptide and the cleavage products are arbitrarily. The lower 
part is a cartoon of a fragment mass spectrum with two pairs of cleavage 
products with the characteristic 125.048 Da mass difference (purple sticks) and 
some peaks of b (green) and y (red) ions. Copied from [9]. 
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described in sections 5 to 8. 

5. Structural assay-based error recognition in the assignment of 
inter-protein peptide pairs 

For a long time up to now a generally used criterion for the reliability 
of identified inter-protein cross-links was to which extent the distance 
constraints imposed on linked residue pairs fit with the know 3D 
structure of a corresponding protein complex. For instance, for the cross- 
linker DSSO this is considered to be the case if the distance between the 
Cα atoms of linked residues is less than 30 Å [8]. In general, the large 
majority (often around 80%–90%) of the cross-linked peptide pairs from 
a protein complex in data sets of complex samples fits to known struc-
tures, a minor fraction of linked residue pairs that might violate the 
maximally allowed spatial distance being explained, presumably cor-
rect, by structural flexibility. However, recently it has been shown that 
structural agreement of the subset of cross-links from known protein 
complexes is not at all a useful criterion for the reliability of the entire 
data set of identified inter-protein peptide pairs [8]. This was demon-
strated with CXMS datasets obtained from protein extracts from cultured 
human and Escherichia coli cells. The data sets were analyzed with the 
search engine XlinkX at different FDR settings at CSM level. Since the 
number of false positives increases from the lowest to the highest FDR it 
would be expected that the fraction of cross-links fitting with known 
structures would decrease from high to low FDR stringency if structural 
agreement would be a valid measure of reliability. However the fraction 
of cross-links (about 80%) that fitted within 30 Å to representative 3D 
structures was independent on FDR, thereby disqualifying this structural 
validation as a measure of trustworthiness of the entire collection of 
identified inter-protein peptide pairs. A better structural assay-based 
metric for reliability of PPI detection would be the fraction of inter- 
protein peptide pairs with at least one peptide belonging to an assem-
bly that fits to the known structure of the protein complex in question, 
since this fraction decreases with an increase in FDR [8]. As an inde-
pendent way to determine the underlying error of the cross-link search 
engine an entrapment database approach was used in which the target E. 
coli database was combined with the Saccharomyces cerevisiae data base 
as a source of decoy sequences to estimate the fraction of misidentified 

inter-protein peptide pairs (FMI), an approach also used by others 
[9,10,36] (sections 6–8). For instance the dataset filtered at 1% FDR 
revealed a FMI of no less than 15%. As a solution to the high error rate 
the authors developed a new search engine named MaxLinker, resulting 
in fewer errors at higher sensitivity and specificity [34]. 

6. Differential behavior of inter-protein and intra-protein cross- 
links as a function of the size of the database to recognize false 
positive inter-protein peptide pairs 

An LC-MS/MS dataset of a digest of a high molecular weight SEC 
protein fraction from exponentially growing Bacillus subtilis cells treated 
with the cleavable cross-linker BAMG [39] was analyzed with the search 
engine pLink 2 [26] using the entire B. subtilis sequence database [9]. In 
contrast to the previous pLink version [40], pLink 2 enables analysis of 
cleavable cross-linkers like DSSO and DSBU and is also adapted to the 
use of BAMG [9]. Another new feature of pLink 2 is the separate control 
of FDR for inter-protein and intra-protein cross-links [26]. 

Despite this separate control, the presence of a relatively large 
number of potential false positive inter-protein cross-linked peptide 
pairs, but not of false positive intra-protein peptide pairs, was noticed in 
a pLink 2 search at 5% FDR at CSM level (Table 2). It appeared that 
about 26% of the 85 non-redundant inter-protein cross-linked residue 
pairs contained one or both peptides from proteins not belonging to a set 
of 673 proteins that were independently identified in the cross-linked 
sample. On the contrary only 10 of the 449 intra-protein cross-links 
(2.2%) contained sequences from proteins not belonging to the actually 
identified 673 proteins. This different behavior of inter- and intra- 
protein cross-links suggests the presence of false positives among the 
former cross-link type. Since pLink2 does not report decoy sequences 
from the reversed database, an independent determination of the error 
rate with a search at 5% FDR with the target database combined with the 
S. cerevisiae database revealed several decoy hits with one or both 
composite peptides from the yeast database. None of the decoy hits 
contained peptides from the same yeast protein, indicating a relatively 
high FDR for the inter-protein cross-linked peptides and an extremely 
low FDR for the intra-protein cross-links. Based on the MS/MS spectra of 
the decoy hits and predictable SCX chromatographic retention times 
(section 8) a composite filter (section 9) was defined that removed all 
but one of inter-protein peptide pairs of which at least one composite 
peptide did not belong to the 673 independently identified proteins. 
However, this cross-link is probably not a false positive since the MS/MS 
spectrum shows long y- ion series for both composite peptides along 
with a high matched intensity [9]. Moreover the cross-link is biologi-
cally consistent as it reveals an interaction between the SPbeta 
prophage-derived uncharacterized protein YopJ and the α subunit of 
RNA polymerase, thus representing a possible example of xenogeneic 
regulation of the transcription machinery [41] (Table 3). Only one 
decoy hit survived the composite filter. Surprisingly, decreasing the FDR 
to only 0.1% still results in a large number of decoy hits with the 
entrapment database approach, and additional filtering was required to 
reliably detect PPIs even under these conditions [9]. 

A similar database size-dependent approach revealed the presence of 
potentially false positive inter-protein peptide pairs using the cleavable 
cross-linker DSBU to detect PPIs in a Drosophila melanogaster cell free 
extract [36] using the search engine MeroX 2.0. Approximately the same 
numbers of intra-protein cross-links were found in the search at 1% FDR 
against the entire D. melanogaster database (21,973 proteins) and in the 
search with a database of independently identified protein in the extract 
(9535 proteins). An equal number of intra-protein peptide pairs detected 
in these two searches can be explained by assuming a combination of a 
slightly decreased number obtained with the entire database at the same 
1% FDR setting due to the large search space, and an equal slight in-
crease of intra-protein cross-links from proteins that had escaped inde-
pendent identification. However, by searching the entire database the 
fraction of unique inter-protein cross-links increased by about 12% and 

Table 2 
Example of error propagation from CSM level to PPI level.  

Level of FDR 
estimation 

Peptide 
pairs 

Potentially false positive peptide 
pairs 

(%) 

Total CSMs 1856 41 2.2 
Intra-protein CSMs 1581 10 0.6 
Inter-protein CSMs 275 31 11.3 
Inter-protein peptide 

pairs 
93 29 31.2 

Inter-protein residue 
pairs 

85 29 34.1 

PPIs 76 29 38.1 

This dataset was obtained from an in vivo CXMS experiment with B. subtilis using 
pLink 2 as a search engine set at 5% FDR at CSM level [9]. The entire B. subtilis 
sequence database was interrogated with separate control of FDR for intra- 
protein and inter-protein peptide pairs. Potentially false positive target nomi-
nations were recognized based on database-size dependent analysis (about 26% 
of inter-protein amino acid residue pairs and about 2% of intra-protein residue 
pairs, section 6) and anomalous retention times in SCX chromatography (about 
19% of inter-protein residue pairs and no intra-protein residue pairs, section 8). 
The different percentages of potential false positives between intra-protein and 
inter-protein CSMs suggests that the criteria used by pLink 2 for separate control 
of FDR were not yet effective enough. By application of a composite filter 40 PPIs 
(48 PPIs combined with results in [39]) were identified and the FDR at PPI level 
was reduced to about 2% (section 9). All except one potential false positive PPI 
failed to pass the filter. In contrast, all 10 potentially false intra-protein cross- 
links passed the filter, in line with their correctly predicted SCX chromato-
graphic retention times. 
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the number of unique PPIs even by more than 20%. These results suggest 
a relatively high FDR for inter-peptide proteins and an even higher FDR 
for PPIs. This was corroborated by FDR estimation using the E. coli 
sequence database in an entrapment database approach. Several decoy 
hits were put forward without any intra-protein decoy hit. For inter- 
protein cross-links detected with the small database a FDR of 10.3% 
was calculated. For a low FDR for PPIs, it might be worthwhile to further 
filter this otherwise valuable dataset, for instance by defining additional 
MS/MS criteria based on inspection of the decoy hit MS/MS spectra. 

7. Pre-fractionation by SEC of a cell free extract followed by 
cross-linking in SEC fractions and recombining of fractions to 
recognize false positive PPIs 

In a recent preprint still another approach was used to recognize false 
positive PPIs in a cell free E. coli extract detected by CXMS [10]. To this 
end the extract was first fractionated by SEC. Proteins in the fractions 
were identified and quantified followed by cross-linking in the separate 
fractions. The cross-linked fractions were then recombined, digested and 
extensively fractionated before LC-MS/MS. PPIs detected between pro-
teins in different SEC fractions cannot have been cross-linked and were 
used for independent determination of the FDR for PPIs. Also an 
entrapment database approach using the S. cerevisiae sequence database 
was used for FDR estimations. This workflow was implemented in the 
open source FDR estimation software tool, xiFDR, v2.0, enabling iden-
tification of nearly 600 PPIs at 1% FDR at PPI level [10] 

8. Anomalous retention times in SCX chromatography to 
recognize false positive inter-protein peptide pairs 

The large set of intra-protein cross-links that are usually identified at 
(close to) 0% FDR in complex mixtures by searching an entire species- 
specific database can be considered as true positives enabling predic-
tion of chromatographic retention times. SCX chromatographic reten-
tion time as a possible criterion to identify spurious candidates in a 
dataset has been used before for regular peptides [42,43]. Recently, this 
approach has been applied using a dataset obtained from in vivo CXMS 
of Bacillus subtilis [9] based on mass and charge properties of cross- 

linked peptides, as suggested earlier [23]. See also the legends to 
Table 2. An even more discriminating effect of SCX chromatography can 
be expected if the contribution of all 20 amino acid residues on retention 
time is also taken into account [44]. Likewise RPLC and HILIC may be 
suitable for retention time prediction provided that cross-linked pep-
tides are amenable for this approach like regular peptides [45,46]. 

9. A composite filter for a low FDR for PPIs 

Recent methods to recognize spurious inter-protein cross-linked 
peptides in large datasets (sections 5–8) combined with the use of an 
entrapment database to generate decoy sequences enable the formula-
tion of MS/MS criteria to discriminate between true and false positives. 
Likewise chromatographic behavior of the true positive intra-protein 
cross-links can be used to predict retention times to be applied as a fil-
ter for false positives. For an in vivo CXMS experiment with B. subtilis a 
composite filter was developed of which SCX chromatographic retention 
time as one of the assignment criteria is an important component. Mass 
spectrometric components of the filter include matched signal intensity 
and the number of unambiguously assigned y and b ions required for the 
least scoring composite peptide. Since on average much more y ions than 
b ions are present in MS/MS spectra [19,23,39], distinction is made 
between these fragment ions in the relative contribution to the com-
posite filter. These chromatographic and MS/MS criteria can be incor-
porated in existing and novel software tools and can be applied to 
previously analyzed datasets. Another part of the filtering concerns a 
limited number of candidates with one common peptide and with the 
same precursor mass or a different precursor mass caused by a post- 
translational modification or point mutation. An example is shown in 
Fig. 2. Also these filtering principles can be incorporated in existing and 
new software tools. Application of the composite filter to the combined, 
largely overlapping, data [9,39] resulted in 48 PPIs (homodimers not 
taken into account) and one decoy hit, i.e., 2% FDR at PPI level, at 77% 
sensitivity determined by applying the composite filter to the large set of 
true positive unique intra-protein peptide pairs. 

10. Importance of gas-phase cleavage and isolation of target 
peptides 

A number of cleavable [19,27,28,47,48] and non-cleavable cross- 
linkers [49,50] has been designed to enable purification of target pep-
tides. Purification may increase the fraction of target peptides selected 
for fragmentation in a data-dependent approach (section 3), thereby 
expecting to lead to more assignments, at least at sufficient high yield 
obtained with the isolation procedure. It may lower the FDR by decrease 
of the fraction of regular peptides of which some fragment spectra by 
accident may resemble that of a target peptide [35]. In a critical report 
[51] it was noticed that in many instances both the effect of cleavability 
and the effect of addition of chemical groups aimed at isolation of the 
cross-linked peptides on the number of assigned unique residue pairs has 
not yet been underpinned by data. However, with respect to the cleav-
able cross-linker CBDPS it was recorded that the number of assignments 
after the purification step increased 2.7 fold in a study of mitochondrial 
PPIs [17]. For the cleavable cross-linker BAMG, requiring TCEP-induced 
reduction of the azido group after cross-linking to enable isolation of 
cross-linked peptides by 2D SCX chromatography and to render the 
cross-link cleavable, it can be noticed that all known 13 cross-linked 
peptides from a small protein were recovered in the expected shifted 
SCX fractions [23], while in complex samples the shifted reduced cross- 
links belong to the peptides with the highest signal intensities [23]. It 
was also shown that 88% out of 400 reduced crosslinks in a complex 
sample, independently identified as being non-cleavable in the gas 
phase, contained at least two mass signals of expected cleavage prod-
ucts, enough to deduce the masses of the two composite peptides [19]. In 
conclusion both isolation and, possibly to a lesser extent, gas-phase 
cleavage of cross-linked peptides [10] in general favor both the 

Table 3 
Novel PPIs detected in B. subtilis by in vivo cross-linking.  

Interacting 
proteins 

Inter-protein peptide pair; 
numbering of linked Ks between 
brackets 

Physiological context of the 
interaction 

RplQ-PepA KEWEDVVGLVGK(1)- 
SVVEKMITLGK(5) 

Regulation of post- 
transcriptional modification of 
nascent polypeptides [9] 

TufA-AbrB KLLDYAEAGDNIGALLR(1)- 
KVDELGR(1) 

Protein phosphorylation- 
dependent regulation of 
transcription and translation 
[9] 

YopJ-RpoA FAKDIAEEVYYSLK(3)-KSLEEVK 
(1) 

Possible example of 
xenogeneic regulation of RNA 
polymerase [9,41] 

Fur-YlaN VVDKINFGDGVSR(4)- 
VDAEKILK(5) 

Regulation of iron metabolism 
and iron sulfur biogenesis 
[9,52–54] 

NusA-GudB VTPKGVTELTAEER(4)- 
IAAQTAKQVVTQR(7) 

Regulation of transcription 
coupled repair and gene 
decryption [39] 

RplL-MtnK EAKELVDNTPKPLK(3)- 
LALETGTAFIEKR(12) 

Unknown [39] 

RplQ, 50S ribosomal protein L17; PepA, probable cytosol aminopeptidase; TufA, 
elongation factor Tu; AbrB, transition state regulatory protein AbrB; YopJ, 
SPbeta prophage-derived uncharacterized protein YopJ; RpoA, RNA polymerase 
subunit alpha; Fur, ferric uptake regulator; YlaN, uncharacterized protein YlaN 
(essential protein); NusA, transcription termination/antitermination protein 
NusA; GudB, cryptic catabolic NAD-specific glutamate dehydrogenase GudB; 
RplL, 50 S ribosomal protein L7/L12; MtnK, methylthioribose kinase. 
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number of identified PPIs and a low FDR. 

11. Many transient PPIs have yet to be discovered; the role of in 
vivo cross-linking 

There is little doubt that many PPIs, in particular those of a transient 
nature, have yet to be discovered. An advantage of in vivo cross-linking 
is the possibility to trap dynamic interactions that can be easily lost upon 
cell extraction. Indeed, a relatively large fraction of the PPIs detected in 
an in vivo study [9,39] of B. subtilis using BAMG as a cross-linker relate 
to dynamic interactions. By adding BAMG directly to an exponentially 
growing culture, harvesting and washing the cells before cross-linking 
are avoided, so that dynamic interactions occurring only under 
defined growth conditions can be trapped [39]. In this study 61 unique 
inter-protein cross-links were detected that revealed 48 PPIs (section 9). 
Thirty seven PPIs have been reported before, 31 of which are stable and 
6 are dynamic interactions. Of the remaining 11 PPIs, 5 concerned 
proteins known to dynamically interact with ribosomes or RNA poly-
merase, but the actual interacting subunit in these complexes had not 
been determined before. Of the 6 novel interactions, 5 can be placed in a 
regulatory context, the biological relevance of the remaining interaction 
being yet unclear (Table 3). Of great interest are interactions of essential 
proteins as possible targets for new drugs. An interaction was found 
between the essential protein YlaN of unknown function (YLAN_BACSU) 

[52] and the ferric uptake repressor Fur (FUR_BACSU) [53]. Recent data 
point to a role of YlaN in FeS cluster biogenesis [54]. How the YlaN-Fur 
interaction may regulate the formation of FeS clusters remains to be 
elucidated. The biological significance and the relatively large fraction 
of transient interactions detected by this approach carried out at very 
low FDR at PPI level with a subset of proteins underscores the power of 
in vivo cross-linking. The depth of analysis of this approach can be 
further improved by covering a wider molecular weight window of SEC 
fractionated protein complexes and by application of the usual 250 or 
500 mm column length for on line reversed phase LC instead of a 70 mm 
column used in these studies [9,39]. 

It should be noted that the Gram-positive B. subtilis is a suitable 
bacterium for in vivo cross-link studies of intracellular PPIs, thanks to its 
high membrane permeability for the cross-linkers DSG and BAMG [39], 
and probably others like DSSO and DSBU as well. On the contrary, the 
double membrane of Gram-negative organisms may form a barrier to-
wards efficient cross-linking of cytoplasmic proteins. This can be 
explained both by a relatively low permeability in Gram-negative bac-
teria of the outer membrane for lipophilic compounds [55] like most 
cross-linkers and by scavenging of the cross-linker molecules that suc-
ceeded to pass this barrier by the high concentration of proteins in the 
periplasmic space. These circumstances may be responsible for the 
overrepresentation of outer membrane and periplasmic proteins in PPIs 
detected by in vivo cross-linking of Gram-negative organisms, for 

Fig. 2. One nomination but two possible identities for the same precursor ion. Mass spectra are depicted with the pLink 2-associated software tool pLabel. A 
precursor ion with MH+ 1967.12 was selected 3 times for MS/MS within 17 s during LC-MS/MS. Two times only the BAMG-cross-linked intra-protein peptide pair 
APKLEDR-LEELGGKR from the protein CYSJ_BACSU was identified by pLink 2, and one time only the inter-protein peptide pair APKLEDLR-IEENIKR (upper panel) 
from CYSJ_BACSU and YPBG_BACSU. With three unambiguously assigned y ions for the least scoring peptide and a matched intensity of 87.20%, the MS/MS 
spectrum satisfies the criteria formulated in the composite filter for assignment [9]. However the lower panel shows that the same MS/MS spectrum also fits with the 
intra-protein peptide pair, likewise with three unambiguously assigned y ions for the least scoring peptide and in this case a matched intensity of 87.79%. Because of 
the uncertainty of the true identity of this precursor none were assigned. It is worthwhile to carefully screen MS/MS spectra with one peptide in common, to see 
whether alternatives exist, like in this case, or for instance by assuming a post-translational modification not taken into account during the search with pLink 2. This 
check including a decision tree for assignment can be incorporated in a software tool for filtering datasets for spurious inter-protein peptide pairs. 
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instance E. coli [56] and the multi drug-resistant nosocomial pathogen 
Acinetobacter baumannii [57]. 

12. Perspectives and summary 

High standards with respect to FDR estimation are necessary for 
CXMS to play an important role in the discovery of PPIs in living ma-
terial in the near future. First of all optimal conditions of cross-linking, 
digestion and state of the art LC-MS/MS are required. Furthermore a 
search engine should be used that efficiently identifies cross-links with 
the chosen cross-linker. To this end a peptide library for benchmarking 
can be applied [58]. Criteria for a search engine choice include the 
number of identified cross-links, the experimental FDR, the speed of 
analysis and the format of the output file, enabling easy application of 
additional filters. After in vivo cross-linking, targeted isolation of cross- 
linked peptides, or extensive fractionation using either HILIC, SCXC or 
SEC or a combination of these approaches are needed preceding LC-MS/ 
MS analysis to increase the number of identifications and to lower the 
FDR. A possible workflow to efficiently and reliably identify PPIs could 
start with data analysis to detect PPI-signaling inter-protein peptide 
pairs at a lenient 5% or 10% FDR at CSM level. Output files should list 
both target (T) and decoy (D) hits. This enables separate assessment of 
the experimental FDR, the presence of false intra-protein cross-linked 
peptide pairs being signaled by the presence of DD, TD or DT peptide 
pairs from the same protein and false inter-protein peptide pairs by the 
presence DD, TD or DT peptide pairs from different proteins. In this stage 
retention time prediction of SCX chromatography can be used as a filter 
for part of spurious inter-protein peptide pairs. The large fraction of 
intra-protein cross-links can be used as true positives, since even at 
moderate FDR at CSM level usually no false positives can be detected in 
this cross-link type [9,19,32]. Increasing the stringency of MS/MS 
criteria to filter remaining false positive inter-protein peptide pairs can 
be based on characteristic features of inter-protein decoy hits with 
respect to matched intensity and unambiguously assigned y ions, and to 
a lesser extent b ions. If decoy hits are not reported by the search engine 
in results files, or if an additional independent method is required, the 
entrapment database approach can be applied. Importantly, these as-
pects could in principle be applied to previously analyzed datasets and 
be incorporated into novel and existing software tools easily. This like-
wise holds for determination of the correct identity in similar cases as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Also of importance are the recently developed methods to recognize 
false positives among inter-protein crosslinks. Of these methods both 
structural-assay based error recognition [8], a differential behavior of 
intra-protein and inter-protein crosslinks as function of the sequence 
database search space [9,36] and anomalous chromatographic retention 
times [9] are applicable to in vitro as well as in vivo approaches. For an 
approach with cell free extracts, pre-fractionation of proteins by SEC 
followed by cross-linking and recombining of SEC fractions before LC- 
MS/MS is applicable [10]. Final presentation of data should be accom-
panied by FDR estimation at the PPI level. 

In conclusion, recent approaches have been described to recognize 
the presence of false-positive inter-protein cross-linked peptides in 
datasets and to obtain an FDR at the PPI level in the 1–2% range using 
stringent criteria for assignment. Under these conditions the sensitivity 
can be assessed with the true positive intra-protein cross-links reliably 
determined with a lower stringency [9]. When in the near future more 
PPIs can be identified at this high degree of reliability, CXMS can play a 
major role in understanding of the structure, function and dynamics of 
living material. 
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